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Abstract 
The Shichahai is the largest historical and cultural protection zones. Lotus Market, in the northern part of Beijing's old city, is 
located at the core of the Shichahai historical and cultural protection zone. It is about 300 meters far from Dianmen Avenue to the 
Qianhai north shore, and it consists of tourist and commercial activities. Lotus Market is in the near of Qianhai, the place with 
distinctive characteristics of Beijing regional folk and unique natural landscape features. This paper discusses the direction of 
regulations at different levels, standards, design guidelines, and urban design process that has formed the physical space of lotus 
market; and how these directions have influenced the process. The study of the public space: Lotus Market and the rethinking of 
its success and failure in place making are intended for the continuous improvement and enhancement of urban space quality. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of Arte-Polis 5. 
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1. Introduction 
Beijing is a city with a long history. Beijing is not only famous for the Forbidden City, the Summer Palace, 
Beihai, Temple of Heaven, the Great Wall, but also for Shichahai lotus market and Changdian, bridges, which 
exhibits interesting folk customs. The Forbidden City has become National Palace Museum, the royal garden has 
become public park, the fortifications has become today's famous tourist attraction, yet, the bustling Changdian and 
Tianqiao market did not exist anymore. Comparing to all those famous architectural masterpieces and bustling 
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bazaar, the Lotus Market is young and fresh although it represented the old Beijing’s life where old residents of the 
city are living. 
Lotus Market, located in the northern part of the Old City of Beijing on Qianhai Xiyuan Street and next to 
Shichahai Qianhai, stretches from Di'anmen West Street to to Qianhai Beiyan Street in 300 meters length (Figure 
1a). Today, Lotus Market is famous as a bar street. There are sixteen shops in which are twelve bars, two established 
restaurants and two souvenir shops (Figure 1b). At night, Lotus Market is bustling with street vendors and 
sightseeing tourists. 
 
a 
 
b 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The location of lotus market in the old city of Beijing; (b) The scope of the lotus market and the distribution of shops  
 
Fig. 2. Formation process of the lotus market   
Early in the Qianlong period, Minister He Shen built the “He Dike”, a replica of the Su Dike of the West Lake. 
To the west of the dike is Xixiaohai, and to the east is Qianhai. By the end of the Qing Dynasty and the beginning of 
the Republic, a market emerged on the dike, mainly engaging in snacks and handicrafts, as well as folk art, martial 
art, and acrobatic performances. It was called “Lotus Market” because the water was covered with lotus (Figure 2). 
In 1956, Xixiaohai was land-filled area, and the dike became Qianhai Xiyuan Street. In 1990, the renowned 
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calligrapher Qi Gong wrote the “Lotus Market” plaque hanging in the south entrance arch and Lotus Market was 
reopened (Figure 3a). Since 2001, Lotus Market gradually becomes a pedestrian street and famous for its bars and 
restaurants. Today, Lotus Market is a “cultural name card” for contemporary Beijing (Figure 3b). Strolling in Lotus 
Market, one will notice the long-established shops ingeniously integrated with the bar culture and enriching the 
historical and cultural content of the area.  
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Fig. 3. (a) Memorial arch of the lotus market; (b) Impression of lotus market 
Lotus market, easily reachable by cars, is adjacent to the city’s main roads and can be accessed by 14 bus lines in 
the station. The subway line 6 has a station nearby. Due to its proximity to Qianhai, visitor can experience 
panoramic, open-space water-edge views while strolling from the southern entrance to the middle of Lotus Market, 
and then to the Pier Plaza. If a visitor is not coming by boat, he/ she will appreciate the dynamic rolling landscape 
and the multi-layered water landscape experience during the day or night, at close or from a distance. At night, 
Lotus Market is brightly lit with music and singing performances. Contemporary music from the bars and folk music 
from the cruise ships provides a harmonious mix-music and a wonderful sound and sight that create magnificent and 
unforgettable audio-visual memories to visitor (Figure 4). 
 
 
Fig. 4. Panorama of lotus market  
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Fig. 5. Waterfront space of lotus market 
 
Fig. 6. Schematic section of lotus market  
 
Fig. 7. Street furniture of lotus market  
The 300-meter long street connects all public spaces inside Lotus Market. The buildings along the street face the 
water and are easily accessible. Some bars and restaurants even have open-air rooftop terraces. Outdoor bars that 
extend from the water surface are just next to the water lotus plants perfectly fitting the Lotus Market name (Figures 
5 and 6). The vitality of Lotus Market cannot be separated from the interesting and comprehensible detail design. 
There is a sense of design in the store signs, advertising posters, plaques, and outside menus; all exemplifying the 
dialog between traditional heritage and modern elements of Lotus Market. 
The street furniture has distinctive features and high comprehensive content as well. The outdoor seats and 
sunroofs have their uniqueness, greatly enriching the Lotus Market street interface. Delicate details of the green 
space, street paving, railings and cruise ships contain fascinating historical memory (Figure 7). 
Now Shichahai, the ancient capital exudes both traditional rustic atmosphere and modern fashionable charm. 
Tourists and people from all around the world enjoy to be in this stylish bar and restaurant street. Cultural heritage 
and spirit of the place, vitality and spontaneous atmosphere make the Lotus Market never sleep and display the 
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picture of a lively place. Behind the vivid and dynamic space of Lotus Market, protection guidelines has played an 
active role in protecting the area.   
2. Independent development of Lotus Market under the protection guidelines 
The development of public space in Lotus Market has been accompanied by the development guidelines for 
Beijing urban space and gradual understanding of progressive protection in historic city development. Swimming 
pool, folk street, antique market and bar street have become a play of casual culture that cater for water public space 
in the city. The function of spaces gradually diversified through the time and spatial experience in the area is 
increasing in quality. Lotus Market as public space is able to maintain and carry out all those activities today is due 
to three main reasons.  
First, the natural environmental connected to lotus markets is the water landscape adjacent to the Imperial City, 
which is quite advantages for the market development. The Lotus Market has existed since the late Qing dynasty but 
it has the prototype of modern commercial pedestrian streets. At the end of Qing Dynasty, Beijing converted royal 
spaces to public spaces, by which lotus market has gradually become famous as Imperial Summer Resort at the 
waterfront edge. The Imperial City nearby and the waterfront are two elements that has stimulated the spontaneous 
formation of Lotus Market. The strong vitality of the place has invited people to gather spontaneously in the area. 
Obviously, there is no intervention from professional designers for the development of Lotus Market in that the 
place emerged spontaneously as a public space.  
Secondly is the regulatory guideline that has protected the shape and physical appearance of the space, as well as 
the spirit of the place, activities inside the space and street life scenes. The regulation has secured the continuity of 
its vitality and natural environment although the spatial form is constantly changing.  
The third aspect is the persistent protection and spontaneous correction of the Lotus Market. The protection 
mechanism is gradually developed through time not only by the formal guidelines but also by individual residents 
that participate actively in the design process. The regeneration process has happened spontaneously not only in 
design but also in implementation process. In the absence of professional designers, the residents organize 
themselves to initiate compliance guidelines for creative design. All residents are concerned to protect and maintain 
the vitality of space and to optimize the spatial experience by improving the quality of old buildings gradually.  
At first, Lotus Market emerged spontaneously and just later on its development is formally organized. This 
pattern of development has remained for centuries, and nowadays the place exhibits a vitality and cultural 
distinctiveness of old city of Beijing. Spontaneity is a significant factor in maintaining vitality of a place, 
nevertheless, at the same time it leads to disorder, in that guidelines are necessary to counter the development’s 
dynamics. Lotus Market is a good example of a place that has a spontaneous growth, yet well regulated according to 
previous study and analysis of existing vitality in space. The development of the market seemed to be accidental but 
its existence is historically evident. The success of Lotus Market as a heritage artefact is because of the participation 
of all stakeholders and its natural environment, namely the uniqueness of geographical location, spontaneity of 
people to gather in the area, the involvement of experts in designing the place, and the moderate regulation.  
3. Protective Guidance in Macro Space 
In earlier time, the older architects and planning scholars had proposed protection plan and executed it into 
practice. They had planned the comprehensive Beijing as a historical city and formulated guidelines for city wide 
spatial protection in that high density living in the capital city did not destroyed the historical city. The result of their 
works are Beijing Urban Master Plan 1991 - 2010, Beijing Urban Master Plan 2004 - 2020, Beijing's historical and 
cultural relics protection plan, conservation planning of 25 historical and cultural protected area in Old Beijing - the 
master plan of Shichahai historical and cultural protection zone, renovation plan of Shichahai historical and cultural 
protection areas 2005-2008. Relevant laws and regulations for planning has been written for the macro, meso and 
micro levels, by which it has constructed Lotus Market gradually as a public space.  
Lotus Market is designed following the macroeconomic outlook and in compliance with Master Plan of urban 
Beijing and protection of historical and cultural city planning, yet, adhering to the traditional market environment 
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and the continuation of old Beijing style. In 1999, the Beijing Municipal Government approved the planning for the 
protection and control of historical and cultural protected area in the Old City of Beijing and determined the area of 
25 historical and cultural protection zones. Lotus Market is one of the seven areas belonged to the inner-city 
Shichahai that is located outside the old imperial city. The plan stated clear that Lotus Market should be protected as 
a market in promoting commercial space. In the urban planning of Beijing [2005] No. 2, Chapter VII paragraph 7 is 
stated that the sub-regional district strictly control the building height, the shape of old city’s open space. For this 
reason, the open space in Lotus Market can be maintained, although before the Olympic Games the land price in the 
area has raised significantly, and prevented from the interest to build highrise tower in the area. The Beijing Urban 
Master Plan [2005] No. 2 Chapter VII section 2 (10) has provided the protection for trees. The unique traditional 
streets, alleys, and courtyard gardens are maintained and trees have served the atmosphere of old city. The macro-
meso-micro level of planning have guided and controlled the area as a good foundation for developing the area.  
4. 3. Protective Guidance in Street Space 
Protection guidelines for street control in Lotus Market guided specifically building height, massing, roof forms, 
back line, volume, density, green rate, outdoor recreation area, with the emphasis on cultural distinctness of space, 
accessibility and permeability.  
The planning of old Beijing historical and cultural protected areas by the Government of Beijing Municipality 
[1999] No. 24 has provided principles for controlling construction area as follows. (1) Each construction location 
has different control requirements that have to be coordinated with the overall style of protected areas and have not 
affected the visual landscape. (2) New building must control the nature of the land, building height, floor area ratio, 
ratio of green space, architectural form, volume, color. (3) New building must avoid major demolition in 
construction and pay attention to historical and cultural continuity, existing alley, skeleton system, good old trees 
and historic buildings. Based on this regulation, the streets at Lotus Market can continue the traditional imagery of 
Shichahai area. Innovation may be applied to the façade facing the QIANHAI by providing all windows viewing 
QIANHAI and street scenery. In order to provide a good walking experience, Lotus Market Management set a rule 
for outdoor bar in a distance of 4.5 meter from the store and 4.5 meters wide, to ensure the smooth flow of 
pedestrian. The walking space is at one side bordered by open dining room with distinct cultural uniqueness on 
building facade and at the other side is water landscape for outdoor dining area. The area is being planned with strict 
protection principles to create an interactive, experiential space with patterns for water leisure tour (Figure 8). 
 
  
Fig. 8. Street space of Lotus Market 
Building height in Lotus Market is strictly limited following Beijing Historic City Conservation Plan section XII 
and Beijing cultural relic’s protection units and construction control zone management regulations. Chinese 
traditional roof form is calculated according to the cornice height. For this reason, Lotus Market allows the 
construction of building with no more than 9 meter high and the massing and roof form must follow Beijing’s 
historical and cultural city planning paragraph 15. Low-rise buildings within the old city and multi-story residential 
buildings must have pitched roof and buildings with flat roof must be built as a form of hill. As a consequence, all 
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buildings within the market are built based on Lotus pitched roof forms and some local rooftops have been 
transformed into observation platforms (Figure 9).  
 
 
Fig. 9. Impression of lotus market from above 
5. 3. Protective Guidance of Detailed Street Space 
The dynamic atmosphere in Lotus Market is the result of architectural details that are readable. Many details are 
meant to make the environment bright and interesting for elegant dining among mature people in bar street. The 
pleasant ambience in Lotus Market is readable through the color in architecture, signage, street furniture and the 
landscape. The conservation planning has focused on these aspects of microscopic guidance. Beijing City Master 
Plan [2005] No. 2 Chapter VII provides the protection of the old city’s color and morphological features of 
traditional architecture. Houses with grey color are contrasted to the red walls and the traditional Huangwa palace 
complex. New buildings must be coordinated with the overall style of the old city by its shape and color. Beijing 
historical and cultural city protection plan XV provides guidance for roof color and the abuse of glazed tile roof. For 
this reason, many buildings in lotus market are built in basic grey color. Most of storefront sign and plaque are made 
in traditional style; outdoor dining furniture and landscape are made in traditional style as well. 
6. Conclusion 
Cities are design products. There are numbers of existing parks, streets, public spaces, and active living 
communities in cities. To impose design on those existing places will create beautiful urban spaces. The challenge 
for today is to achieve high quality of design in every place in the city. The order in design is the key factor that 
leads to vitality in public space and ensures the spatial experience. Lotus Market is a good example for that. The 
market is hundred years old but its appearance and activities in the area are still up to date. Spatial experiences are 
well planned and designed by implementing guidance and regulations. Lotus Market with its rich cultural heritage 
and vivid life has become the city card of Beijing. The study on Lotus Market could only describe some fragments 
of it and contribute a reference for further study on markets and Shichahai area. The study would like to inspire the 
continuous improvement and enhancement of urban space quality in cities.  
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